
From Mrs Irwin 

It has been a fabulous start to the new term and the children are 

learning about some wonderful topics, which you can find out 

more about below. We had our first ‘Fit Friday’ of the year last 

week, which was very well attended. It was lovely to see so many 

of you there! Please do come along to the next one in February if 

you get the chance. We have two excellent learning assemblies to 

report this week, as this is the first newsletter of 2017. Mr West 

and I are currently updating the website again and the new class 

newsletters / homework information can be found on the class 

pages. Wishing you a lovely weekend— please stay warm and safe 

during the cold spell.  

TOPICS –  SPRING TERM (first half) 
For your information, the children are currently 
learning about the following topics: 
Class 1 – Pets (Science focus) 
Class 2 – Kings and Queens (History focus) 
Class 3 and 4 –  Around the World in 80 Days 

(Geography focus) 
Class 5—Comparative study of the Victorian era and the 1980s 
(History focus) 
If you have (or know anyone who has) any particular knowledge or 

skills linked to any of our topics this half term and are interested in 

sharing them with us, please get in touch!   

The class teachers have also asked if anyone can help out with the 

following please: 

Class 1: Any unwanted  ‘pets role play’ costumes / plastic animals / 

Schleich toys. 

Class 2: Any resources to help the children to learn about Henry 

VIII, Queen Victoria and our current Queen Elizabeth. 

Class 3 and 4—Any interested speakers to talk about any countries 

which they have visited / any traditional resources from other 

countries 

Class 5—Any 1980s gadgets / technology (which can be handled by 

the children) 

ATTENDANCE 

Well done to Class  1 and 2 for achieving the highest 

attendance  in the  last week with 100%. Fantastic 

work !  Class 4  came next with 97.3%, followed 

closely by Class 5 with 97 %. Finally Class 3 achieved  90.8%. 

Last term’s attendance (Sept—Dec) was as 
follows: Class 1 -97.5%, Class 2- 97.7%, Class 3  

- 97.4%, Class 4 - 98% and  Class 5  - 97.6%. 
Well done to Class 4 for achieving the highest 

attendance last  term! 

EXCELLENT LEARNERS  6.1.17 

Meet the last 2 week’s excellent learners 

who should be very proud of their 

achievements at the start of a new term. 

The teachers  choose one child for showing 

a positive attitude towards learning in any 

aspect of the curriculum, as  well as a second child for mastering 

maths (our M&Ms!).   

Class 1: Seb W—For his hard work in phonics. 

Molly S— For her excellent counting of pets! (MM) 

Class 2: : Leah R—For a positive attitude towards learning! 

Sam K– For excellent work making 2 digit numbers! (MM) 

Class 3:  Daisy S—For a fantastic attitude towards all school work! 

Eliot H—For super work with telling the time. (MM) 

Class 4: Lucy W—For excellent research and fact file on LS Lowry 

Mile U—For super perseverance with telling the time. (MM) 

Class 5:   Lucy W—For excellent use of dialogue. 

Charlotte T—For super work on calculations! (MM) 

EXCELLENT LEARNERS  -13.1.17 

Class 1: Aaron F—For fantastic writing about 

dogs, including correct use of punctuation. 

Reece M— For  excellent place value work!

( MM) 

Class 2: : Benjamin T—For super exclamation sentences! 

Siggy T– For excellent knowledge of money and coins (MM) 

Class 3:  Jemima R—For superb attitude to learning! 

Harvey W—For impressive time work. (MM) 

Class 4: Luke C / Alfie D—For fabulous controlled work in PE. 

Oliver B—For superb decimals work. (to 3 places!) (MM) 

Class 5:   Chloe W—For exceptional detail in her writing! 

Molly O—For high level maths thinking! (MM) 

Jordan C—For being so helpful with the younger children at 

breakfast club! 

LOST AND FOUND– Please help! Has anyone found 

a missing cuddly Lemur last seen on Friday 16th 

December? Please contact the office if you have any 

information. Many thanks. 
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Roving Reporters 

Class 1  -  Class 1 have being learning more about adding in 

maths and in their topic work they are learning about pets. They 

have been drawing pictograms and labelling them! In English they 

have been reading books about pets and some children have  been 

learning about adjectives! ( By Laura H and Hazel O)   

Class 2  - In English, Class 2 have been reading a book called 

‘The Queen’s Knickers’ and writing their own stories with the same 

story line! They have also been writing interesting news reports as 

well. In maths the children have been learning about money and 

counting it. They’ve been looking at pictures of flowers in ICT and 

next week they will be taking their own photographs. In addition,  

Class 2 have been dancing in pairs and showing it to the rest of the 

class, plus they have been practising their balancing. Finally, in 

topic, they have started finding out about kings and queens! 

Class 3  - Class 3 have been learning about time in maths, along 

with  maths problems and bar modelling! In science they have 

been learning about solids,  liquids and gases. In topic, they have 

been reading the book ‘Around the world in 80 days’. In English, 

they have been writing a newspaper report about the book. As if 

that isn’t enough they have been drawing in the style of LS Lowry 

in their artwork! (By George D and Will T ) 

Class 4 Firstly in maths, Class 4 have been learning about 

decimals and place value. In English they have been using 

subordinating clauses in their writing!  For art they have been 

painting (using water colours) Lowry paintings whilst for 

geography they have been learning about France. They have been 

discovering different states of matter in science.  With the support 

of Mr West, the children have been using ‘sketch up’ to build 

houses. (By Noveed and Ben) 

Class 5  - Class 5 have had a lovely start to the term! In maths 

they have done multiplying and dividing fractions( eg 5/9 x 7/9), 

plus they have done a bar modelling test with Mrs Rolling! In 

writing they have been writing a detective story and have been 

learning how to impress the reader. They have also written an 

evaluation of the slippers which they made. They have also 

thought of how to improve their slipper and what score they 

would give it out of (By Macie W and Charlotte T) 

VIRTUAL REALITY—We had a fantastic visit from a 

Google representative last week to showcase the benefits of 

virtual reality on our learning. Virtual reality 

with ‘Google Expeditions’  was a really fun 

activity that the children in Class 3, 4 and 5 

took part in .!We got to ‘go on a school trip’ 

without even leaving the school grounds ! The 

children went to places like Barcelona,  space , under water , Egypt 

and even into a volcano ! To use virtual 

reality easily in schools, Google have 

created an app which you can get for free 

on the app store . They have also made a 

cardboard goggle set for £15 which you slot 

your mobile device into so you can use your virtual reality set at 

home! Please see Mr West for more information if you are 

interested! (By Sarah and Annabelle) 

PTA 
Please come along to our first PTA meeting of the year 
being held at school at 6pm on Tuesday 17th January. 

It will give us a chance to look back over the Christmas Fair 
and forward to our upcoming events too. We will also be 
discussing how the money which we have all raised for the 
playground improvements will be spent. 

It would be great to see as many as possible there, but if 
you can't make it and would like to raise any points, please 
let us know either by our closed Facebook group, email at 
oxspringpta@gmail.com or catch one of us at school. 

Thank You!  

 
GARDEN UPDATES 

Hello and ‘Happy New Year’ although cold wet and grey! 

The children have been very busy digging and cleaning -they 

will be marking out the area ready for the sensory garden 

and are making plans for the fairy wood! 

The green manure is in so that should provide ample food 

for the soil plus a few meals for the mice and rabbits !!!! 

The compost heap is heaving-  the children having been 

doing a great job in turning and aerating as well as 

discovering what an excellent launching, bouncing and 

throwing area a compost area can be…. who knew!!!  Lots 

of fun and discovering had! 

On another note, I would like to take this opportunity to ask 
a question on behalf of the Parish Council regarding access 
to the children’s play area in Oxspring……. At the moment 
there are two access points - one by the car park and one 
on the pavement. The plan is that the open pavement 
access is going to be changed. There are two options, one is 
that we close this point off reinstating the bank and 
extending the fencing or secondly we install a self-closing 
gate similar to the car park access. It would be incredibly 
useful for the Parish to get the views of the people who use 
the park,  so you can either do this directly to the school, to 
the Parish Clerk at clerk@oxspring-parish.com or me,  
Parish Councillor Gratton-Rayson at 
craftygardener3@gmail.com  . Thank you for your time and 
input. 
Finally, if anyone would like to get involved with the garden 

club during Oxspring University on a Friday morning(KS2) or 

Friday afternoon(KS1) for fun horticulture, discovery and 

growth, please come seek us out, thank you and happy 

digging! Emily Gratton—Rayson 

Dates for your diary: 

 Yoga starts on Monday 16th January  at 3.30pm (Y2, 3 

and 4). Places still available. PE kit needed please. 

 Bags to school collection by 9am on Wednesday 18th 

please 

 E-safety workshop on Tuesday 7th February—details to 

follow shortly 

Wishing you a lovely and safe weekend from all the staff and 

governors at Oxspring. 
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